1. A ®CB. In analogy to the treatment in [5] , [6] we consider three commutative Banach algebras A, B, C where it is assumed that A and B are C-bimodules. The fundamental topological assumption is: For (a, b, c) e A\x B x C, || ac || £ | a J || c | and | be | g || fr | ¡c\\.
We construct the linear function space and commutative topological algebra Fc04,B) = (/ |/6 CÁXB , yy(f) m I ||/(a, b) \ < 00 (a,ft) where multiplication * of two elements fy,f2 is defined by (fi*f2)(a,b) = I fi(ai,by)f2(a2,b2),if\\a\\\\b\\>0, show that the series defining (fx *f2) (a, b) converges whenever | a || | b jj > 0. Thus /i */2 is well defined and is in FC(A, B). Commutativity and associativity of * are easily proved. In Fc we consider the closed ideal I generated by the functions of the following types: (1) f(ai + a2,bx) = -f(ax,bx)= -f(a2,bx), f(a,b) = 0, otherwise;
(2) Z(«i,foi + Z>2) = -f(ax,bx)= -f(ax,b2), f(a,b) = 0, otherwise;
(3) f(axcx,bx) = -f(ax,cxbx), f(a,b) = 0, otherwise;
(4) f(axcx,bx)cx = -f(ax,bx), f(a,b) = 0, otherwise.
(If C has no identity, then for k e C we include in / the functions ( 3') f(a^,bx) = -f(ax,lbx), f(a,b) = 0, otherwise;
(4') f(axKbx)l = -f(ax,bx), f(a,b) = 0, otherwise.)
We then define ^4®CB to be FC(A,B)/I. After the next remarks we shall show that D = A ®CB is a commutative Banach algebra and then we shall investigate the maximal ideal space 9Jîfl. It is of interest first to illustrate the above concepts. Banach algebra and C = A n B .
In defining A®CB = D, we did not prove it is a Banach space. However, the only question of substance is resolved by Lemma 1. If feFc(A,B) and ifyx(f) = 0, then f el.
Proof. For each pair (a, b) either || a || = 0 or || b || = 0 or f(a, b) = 0. We may confine ourselves to the case || a |j =0. Let f(a, b) = c and choose ax # 0. Then using the customary symbolism we find:
-c(ax®b)-c((-ax)®b)eI, via(4');
and thus c(0®b)el.
Thus, from Lemma 1 we can conclude that if y(z) denotes the quotient seminorm of zeD, then y(z) = 0 if and only if z = 0. It is now clear that D is a commutative Banach algebra.
2. Maximal ideals. Let 9Jtc be the set of multiplicative homomorphisms of C into C (or, equivalently, the set of regular maximal ideals of C). Let 9Jtc be 9Jlc with the null map adjoined. We use 3JlA and WB in a similar sense. Theorem 1. There is a homeomorphism t:50îd^9jîa
x 9JÎB and the image of % is a locally compact subset ofyRA x9)tB. There are continuous mappings To define t we proceed as follows. Let MDe 9JiB and let ueD be such that u(M¡f) = 1. Regarding D as a bimodule with respect to A, B and C we define:
These are clearly continuous homomorphisms into C. We shall show that <pA and (¡)B axe surjections by first noting 3. Group algebras. We now turn to a more detailed discussion of Example 2. Direct integration computations show that A and B are C-bimodules in the sense discussed. We shall in this section write G, H, K for 9jï^,9)îB, lUíc and x,ß,y for MA,MB,MC [10] . One purpose of the development will be the discussion of the relationship of D to the group algebra Lx((g>) of a group © constructible from G, H, K. To this end we proceed as follows : We shall assume in what follows that K is compact. The first step in the process will be the construction of an epimorphism T:D-+LX((&). It will then be shown that T is an isomorphism if and only if D is semisimple.
We begin by defining two mappings on the functions/ of FC(A,B) with finite support : Thus T may be extended to all £CL4,£) by continuity. Further manipulation of integrals shows that T(I) = 0 (since these manipulations are typified in some of the proofs below, they are here omitted). Hence T defines a unique bounded mapping T: D^LX((S). 
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Comparison of the formulas for T(cyC2iaya2 ® byb2)) and Ticyiay ® bL)) ■ T(c2(a2 (g) ft2)) shows they are the same and we conclude that Tis multiplicative. {c} Jg Furthermore, since || c || = 1, we find | ac | g || a |j. Combining Lemmas 4 and 5 we see that there is an approximate identity {c} for C that is also an approximate identity for A, and mutatis mutandis for B. Since © is a locally compact abelian group, Lt(©) is semisimple and thus if Tis an isomorphism, D is semisimple.
On the other hand, let D be semisimple. We shall show that for any z e T-1(0)> êiMyj) = 0, whence z = 0, T is 1-1 and, from the earlier results, an isomorphism. To this end let Hence z = 0 and T is an isomorphism. Note that when C = C, D is semisimple, © = G x H and a known result
[5], [9] obtains: Ly(G)®yLy(H) = LyiG x H).
In [6] the relationship between Grothendieck's "condition of approximation" and its equivalents [7] on the one hand and the semisimplicity of A ®yB, when A and B are semisimple, on the other hand were examined.
[June Pursuit of the same line here does not appear promising. The method that succeeds in the case of A ®,,B would require, in the context of LyiG) ®LiXK)LiiH), the presence of many finite-dimensional ^(.iQ-modules in LX(G). However, if G = R, K = Z and if 0G is the inclusion map, then LX(G) has no finite-dimensional L.1(X)-modules other than {0}. This fact can be verified quite easily as follows:
Let N be a nontrivial finite-dimensional L1(Z)-module in LX(R) and let {«i}?=i De a basis for N. For some integer r, real numbers tx,t2, i3, r4, and some c in Ly(Z) the following hold: It is simple to give abstract characterizations of the actions of these mappings. Then, in G x H we may introduce a relation S by the rule: i^y,ny) SiÇ2,n2) if and only if there is a t,eK such that C(^i) = £2 and Ç(n2) = r]x. The relation S is easily shown to be an equivalence relation because K is abelian. The S-equivalence class containing (O^O,,), the identity of G x H, is then readily seen to be a subgroup (normal since G and H are abelian) which we may readily identify with what we have already denoted by Q. In terms of the mappings that K induces on G and H, we may then recover 0G and 9H by the formulas 0G(u = «oG),0«(Q = aoH).
In the light of the above we choose to interpret G x H IQ as the tensor product G®KH relative to the mappings 0G and 9H or (equivalently) relative to the defined actions of K on G and H.
If we show then that LyiG) ®Ll(K) Ly'H) and L,(©) are isomorphic we shall simultaneously show that the tensor product of group algebras is the group algebra of the tensor product.
The theorem we shall prove is where the tensor products in question are taken with respect to continuous homomorphisms 0C and 9H of K into G and H. This result was proved in 1962. During an unavoidable delay in the publication process, Boaz Natzitz had the opportunity to work with the author and he extended the theorem to the case where K is permitted to be locally compact (and abelian). His efforts led to a doctoral dissertation at the University of Minnesota, and his paper (incorporating new methods) will be published at a later date.
We begin the proof of the theorem with Lemma 1. Let G be a locally compact abelian group and let aeLx(G). Then for e > 0 there is a u eLx(G) such that l| « ¡j ;£ 2, u is continuous, u has compact support and such that ¡| a -au ¡| < e.
Proof. Let v e LX(G) be such that ¡j a -av || < 8 ¡2, | v || = 1. Choose u continuous in LX(G) and so that ¡| u || ^ 2, | v -m|| < £,/2 | a |j (to avoid the trivial case we assume a^O) and u has compact support [10] . Then | a -au | :£ I a -av | + || ai; -au \\ < e ¡2 + e ¡2 = e.. 
-I >(y)
Let z"eD be represented by Z"= i c"n(a"n ® b"") and be such that z"(MD) = 0.
By the use of approximate identities (cf. Lemma 1) we can for e > 0 produce a z' represented by Z™=1 cn(a'" ® b'") such that y(z -z") < e/2, z'(MD) = 0, and such that all â'", b'", c" have compact support. Actually, and we shall need this in the course of our argument, there are fixed compact sets T, H, K in G,H,K such that for all «, support (a") <r T, support (b'") c H, support (c") c K. Finally, by the use of two functions u, v, nonnegative and with compact supports, CU,DV we may write an = i/a"', bn = vb'n and conclude that Z"=i cn(a" ® b") represents an element z such that y(z' -z) < e/22, z(MD) = 0. The exploitation of (3'),(4'), §1, permits us to assume Z^i || < \ > ^n°°=i I! K \ < « .
Since K is compact, K is discrete, K is finite and each c"= Z? e Kc"(y)(C,y).
We conclude that
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Hence y(zw) <e/25. In summary, we choose N0 so that (**) holds for N ^ N0, then A/ > JV() so that y(zjv -z) < e/23, then C¡, D,-, £" w, so that y(zs -zN) < e/24. As above, y(zjV)<£/25 and y(z") g y(z" -z') + y(z' -z) + y(z -zN) + y(zN -zN) + y(zN) < e.
Since e > 0 is arbitrary, we see z" = 0.
Thus we must prove the statement concerning the r¡,Sj,---. For brevity we set c¡a'" = dny, cyb'" = er-y. Then zN is represented by Z^= i ( Z7 att.Sj(i)2j)(d"yu ® e"yv). 
